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Coming soon to
Andover's Central Park!

Try out our new reading
challenges for all ages.

A magic school and a YA
international romance.

Encyclopedia Britannica online, available for free through the State Library of Kansas, gives you
four sites: an academic version for college students and a public library version for children and
young adults, with a reference center. Each age-appropriate level allows you or your child to
research projects, complete homework, and view images and videos. Find more information here.
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DISC GOLF COMING TO
CENTRAL PARK

The City of Andover recently announced they are in the process of constructing an 18 hole Disc
Golf course in Central Park, across the street from the Library.
The City's Parks Department will begin work on installing the disc golf components in the coming
weeks, including pouring tee pads and installing poles and baskets. Keep an eye on the City of
Andover's website and Facebook page for updates.
The Library is pleased to announce that thanks to a
generous donation, we will soon be able to offer disc
golf players Library activity packs that will include a
selection of disc golf frisbees and instruction books for
all ages.
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BEANSTACK CHALLENGES
Whether you're just entering the
job market, coming back after time
off, or starting over in a new field,
this challenge will give you all the
tools to find a new job. Complete
activities like resume and interview
tips, computer skills, and more.
Celebrate Black History by
exploring cultural traditions and
honoring the evolution of Black
history in America. Complete
activities and log your reading to
earn badges.
January 1 to January 30

One of the best ways to encourage
learning is to spend time sharing
books together each day. As you
read together, your child will gain
skills that will prepare them for
lifelong learning. Reading together
is fun and will create life-long
memories for both of you.

Visit the Library's Beanstack page to sign up or register for a challenge
here: https://andoverlibrary.beanstack.org/
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2021 Year-Long Reading Challenges

Click on the image to download a PDF of the challenge.
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2021 Year-Long Reading Challenges
Log your reading for this challenge on Beanstack
and those who complete the challenge will be
entered into a prize drawing at the end of 2021.

Click on the image to download a PDF of the challenge.
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2021 Year-Long Reading Challenges

Click on the image to download a PDF of the challenge.
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STAFF'S FAVORITE BOOKS OF 2020
Sara, Support Librarian

Angela, Circulation Librarian

Kendra, YA Consultant

Tom, Library Director

Kathy, ILL Librarian

Jackie, Circulation Librarian
& Programming Specialist

Sydney, Page

Jessica, Page
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CIRCE DITGITAL ESCAPE
ROOM AND BOOK DISCUSSION
Can you help Circe?
Click here to play our new digital escape
room. Play games to help Circe travel
through the Labyrinth. This digital escape
room is perfect for older kids (5th-grade
skill level and up) or as a family!
Join us for a virtual book discussion on Madeline Miller's Circe. Sign up on our website
for either February 9th at 6:00 pm or February 20th at 11:00 am

Find more fun digital escape rooms on our website here.

PERSONALIZED BOOK
RECOMMENDATIONS
With the Library closed, finding new
books to read can be difficult. We
understand that and we're here to
help!
Fill out our Book Concierge form
online for personalized young adult
(YA) and adult book
recommendations.
The Library also offers book bundles in every reading level and genre. Simply call us at (316)
558-3500 or send an email to contact@andoverlibrary.org and request a book bundle with
your preferred genre and reading level.
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STAFF BOOK REVIEW
Enter a school of magic unlike any you have ever encountered:
there are no teachers, no holidays, and no friendships save
strategic ones. Survival is more important than any letter grade,
for the school won't allow its students to leave until they graduate .
. . or die. The rules are deceptively simple: Don't walk the halls
alone. And beware of the monsters who lurk everywhere. El is
uniquely prepared for the school's dangers. She may be without
allies, but she possesses a dark power strong enough to level
mountains and wipe out untold millions. So El is trying her hardest
not to use her power . . . at least not until she has no other option.
- Publisher synopsis
A Deadly Education was such a surprise! At first, I had a hard time getting into the flow of
the book and I was confused with the way the author just drops you into the story with
so little information, but once I realized what she was doing, I. Was. Hooked.
Novik starts A Deadly Education with no introduction and no explanation. She uses
invented words and terms you're unfamiliar with and begins the story in the middle. You,
as the reader, are left flailing and stressed and unsure of what's happening - much like
many of the students who attend. It's such a powerful technique that really brings you
right into the world and minds of the characters and creates an emotionally charged
atmosphere that has you looking over your shoulder, scrutinizing the dark for nightmares
hidden in the shadows.
This book was everything I was hoping for and more. The characters were whole and
complex, with little of the stereotypical broodiness and cheese that I often find in YA
books. I can't wait for the follow-up to see what fresh, new horrors await senior year. This
would be perfect for readers 14 and older and contains a lot of monsters that eat
students, discussions of students and magicians who do dark deeds or kill others for
magical powers, and a little language.
Review by Sara, Support Librarian
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STAFF BOOK REVIEW
I Love You So Mochi by Sarah Kuhn is an underrated coming-ofage young adult book that has a hint of a sweet romantic
comedy. I’ll admit seeing the word “mochi” in the title caught
my interest because it is one of my favorite desserts to have.
Who can turn down a book title that mentions one of your
favorite things!
Kimi Nakamura loves fashion so much that she creates original
designs for friends and for herself but her mother disapproves
of her love for fashion. Kimi’s mother expects her to become a
well-known painter. Kimi does not feel the same way about
painting as her mother. Her mother questions what Kimi wants
to do with her future. A question that Kimi could not answer herself. A letter arrives
unexpectedly from her estranged grandparents who live in Kyoto, Japan. They invite Kimi
to visit them for spring break. She decides to embrace the opportunity to escape the
pressure she faces from her mom. When she arrives in Kyoto for the first time she
experiences different parts of Japan’s culture that is both familiar and unfamiliar to her.
As she absorbs the beauty and joy of this city, she meets Akira. Akira is an aspiring med
student who is helping his uncle to promote his business by being a mochi mascot. Little
did they know that both of them would inspire each other.
This trip for Kimi turns into so much more than an escape. She begins to discover more
about herself through her mom’s past and what her mom left behind in Japan. Everything
that she discovers in Kyoto, meeting Akira and spending time with her grandparents. She
will soon understand what lies within her heart.
I recommend this book to anyone who likes reading a romantic comedy or is a fan of selfdiscovery. It is a kind of book that could be finished within a day. The pace does move
quickly. However, I took my time reading this book because I wanted to enjoy every
minute.
Review by Kendra, Lead Circulation Librarian and Young Adult Consultant
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